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St. Francis’ College is a distinctive

school, possessing a remarkable and

memorable charm.  Many visitors say

that we ‘feel different’.  We believe this

is because our founding traditions

continue to reinforce the values that lie at

the heart of our community: academic rigour,

trust, respect, integrity and responsibility. 

In our life and work, in the care we give and

receive, there is a noticeable unity of purpose.  Our

girls call it ‘a St. Francis’ thing’, meaning that even 

if you are busy, you will always make time for others,

demonstrating unending patience, kindness and support.

Our founders called it: ‘One heart, one soul’.

Cor unum anima una

One heart, one soul





Through close pastoral and academic guidance, supported by a House

System, we ensure that our College remains small enough for each of our

girls to receive the personal attention they deserve.  At the same time, we

are large enough to accommodate a wide variety of interests and cultures.  In

our assemblies and chapel services, we make certain that at some stage during

the year every single voice in the School has an

opportunity to be heard.  At St. Francis’ every girl

has the chance to excel as an individual:

academically, creatively and physically. 

Small enough  

big difference...
to make a



A guiding moral ethos… 
At the heart of the College sits 
our chapel, a gentle and inspiring
reminder of the importance of faith
and of the values that underpin all
that we do at St. Francis’.

We are a multi-denominational
Christian community, ecumenical 
in outlook and welcoming pupils 
of all faiths or none.  Our chapel is 
a place of worship, a meeting point,
a haven for quiet reflection and 
the setting for many outstanding 
musical performances.
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Our expectations are high and our academic results impressive.  

Small classes and our commitment to your daughter provide 

the necessary stimulation for her to experience a strong sense 

of personal fulfilment and achievement.

Our aim is to discover exactly what she can do well and to 

nurture and celebrate her talent, whatever that may be.  

Through sensitive encouragement and support, whether 

discreet or overt, we actively care about and share in the

growth of every pupil, and take pride in being part of their

development and successes.

achievements…
academic

…outstanding



Our academic programme is both challenging and

diverse and our pupils are fully supported by talented 

and innovative teachers, as they move towards greater

independence of thought and action. St. Francis’ girls are 

taught the appropriate skills essential to becoming successful,

independent and life-long learners. 

Learning is a journey of discovery after all, and we seek to instil in 

our girls an enduring sense of curiosity together with the realisation 

that this is best achieved through personal endeavour.  

…a journey of

discovery…
learning&







We believe, passionately, that everyone should achieve their full

academic potential and it is our aim that girls at St. Francis’ will be

happy, independent and ambitious pupils who enjoy learning.

With our continued help and support, all our girls should hit their

own targets and be the star in their own success story.  While we

accept that not everyone can be top of the class, we do encourage

an expectation of high academic achievement for all.

These aims are underpinned by a commitment to their roles

as young women in a global society and by a strong

awareness of the unique St. Francis’ heritage.

star
in your own

success story…

…an opportunity to



…our girls can be

anything
they want to be…



St. Francis’ prepares girls to become the person they don’t yet

realise they are going to be, allowing them to take the next steps

on their journey in life.

For most girls, higher education will be their immediate challenge and

we send our pupils to a wide range of universities at home and abroad,

from the ancient seats of learning to the more contemporary institutions 

of the arts and technology.

Girls understand that the only barrier to success will be their 

own paucity of ambition.  Our role is to help them achieve 

their goals by enabling them to see what’s ahead of 

them on the road, and to meet it with

confidence and purpose.



togetherness…

Many of our pupils choose to live at School, valuing the

friendships, independence and special freedom that this brings.

Boarding at St. Francis’ offers our girls high quality accommodation

and a unique opportunity to live in a supportive environment

where they can share experiences, learn self-reliance and build

stronger bonds within their community.   

There are well-equipped common rooms and a games room, 

with resident staff to provide exceptional pastoral guidance and

care for the girls’ wellbeing.

As St. Francis’ is a short train journey from London and

Cambridge, our boarders welcome the opportunity for regular 

trips to world–renowned museums and galleries or just shops 

and cafés at the weekend!

…a community
of





individuality
…where 

accepted
expected…
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Our aim at St Francis’

is to provide a

supportive, happy and

stimulating environment in

which all our girls can flourish – a

space for each girl to relax, develop her

own personality and individuality, unique

talents and aspirations.

Wherever her passion lies within the Arts, Creative, Sciences,

or Humanities, each girl will harness and build upon her

own abilities and individuality within her chosen

field of study.

“At St. Francis’ there is no sense 

of being better or worse than anyone else,”

explains a Sixth Former.  “You are just encouraged to 

be the very best that you can be!”



Perhaps one of our more quirky
traditions is that of creating
costumes out of everyday
recycled objects and our fashion
shows are legendary! …lives 
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Lives are greatly enriched by music, drama, 

art and sport and St. Francis’ has a fine

reputation for high standards in these areas.

Set within the Letchworth Conservation

Area, our facilities include gardens, a 

20-metre heated indoor swimming pool,

a fully equipped gymnasium, a dance

studio, five hard courts for netball or

tennis and hockey pitches. 

Additionally, we feel proud to have 

our own 330-seat, purpose-built theatre

offering opportunities to act, stage manage,

operate lighting and sound, or create props

and costumes.  

with a broad spectrum

facilities…
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Our girls thrive in a variety of environments, ranging from

the mentally stimulating to the physically exhausting.

Within each of these environments we want our pupils to feel

the deep sense of fulfilment that results from participation,

performance and self-expression, to appreciate the extent of

their own determination as well as the talents of others.

St. Francis’ is about opportunity and growth, discovering new

horizons and raising levels of personal endeavour.

The lively ‘can do’ approach so evident in St. Francis’ 

girls owes much to the priority we give to applauding

involvement and encouraging all our pupils to expand 

the range of their experiences and skills.

self-expression…

…academic excellence
to dramatic
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The world that awaits young women when they leave St. Francis’ College is complex

and diverse.  However, we are justifiably proud of our girls, for they create their own

presence; self-assured, articulate and personally aware of their potential for success

and the importance of contribution. 

Skilled in communication and with their ambitions extended,

our young women are resolute, having shared excellence,

encouragement and involvement in the very many

opportunities offered by the College.

But don’t take our word for it.

Come and meet the girls for

yourselves.  We hold regular

open days or you can book a

personal visit.  We would be

proud to show you around our

College so that you can witness

for yourself what makes our

community so special… 

…creating
articulate, confident

& engaging young women
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St. Francis’ College was founded in 1933 by the Sisters of Charity of Jesus and

Mary, a congregation of Roman Catholic sisters based in Belgium, whose motto

is ‘Cor unum anima una – one heart, one soul’.  Since 1983, when the

congregation decided to reduce its educational commitment in the United

Kingdom, the College has been run by an Educational Charity, St. Francis’

College Trust, and administered by a Board of Governors.  

St. Francis’ College

This prospectus describes the broad principles on which St. Francis’ College is presently run.  Although believed to be correct at the time of printing certain statements
may become out of date from time to time.  Parents wishing to place specific reliance on a statement in the prospectus should seek written confirmation of that
statement from the Headmistress, before accepting an offer of a place.  The prospectus is not part of any agreement between the parents and St. Francis’ College. 
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